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Through three months of on-ice clinics, I continue to see flaws in how goalies use their equipment. 
Here are the most common errors.

STICKS
The first thing you notice with beginner goalies is that they are often given sticks that are too short for 
them. So rather than keep their hand where the shaft meeds the “paddle,” they slide their hand up a 
bit, so you can see part of the shaft between the blocker and the paddle.

Next is the almost universal sloppiness with sticks. The lack of what I call “stick discipline” is quite 
common through pee wees. Specifically, they can’t keep the blade flat on the ice, riding the heel so 
very little ice is covered. Next they try to use the “paddle down” technique too often (and too slow-
ly!) And finally there is the inability to bring the stick with them as they butterfly laterally. It often 
lags behind them and not only do they deprive themselves of a good tool with which to stop the puck 
but by not bringing their stick with them properly, they often end up “flat” and without the extra “ro-
tation” needed to properly square to the puck.

PADS
The biggest pieces of equipment should be used to fill space. But beginner goalies often drop straight 
down, with the pads tucked under them, pointing into the net. This does not give them the benefit of 
effective ice coverage that should be enhanced by pads along the ice. The other sin we see is lead pad 
down, trailing knee up in the air, creating a “bridge” under which pucks love to travel. Get both pads 
down, knees together, and seal off a good portion of the ice.

GLOVES
One of my pet peeves in recent years: seeing goalie who have been taught to keep the catch glove up 
above their shoulders, next to their ear. When asked why he teaches this to young goalies, one estab-
lished goalie coach told me, “Well, each time I advanced to a higher level, I found that I raised my 
glove a little higher. When I got to the AHL, that’s where I had it.” Really? So you teach that to ALL 
goalies? Young goalies can react and move the glove high if necessary. Keeping the hands approxi-
mately at the same height (catch glove will be a LITTLE higher) helps with balance. When they get 
to the AHL, they can raise it all they want.

The other glove issue is letting the catch glove sink alongside the leg pad. Both hands should be 
ahead of the body and the goalie should lead with hands/stick in his or her movements in and around 
the crease.

MASKS
One concern: use the straps properly so the mask can’t be knocked off easily.

The Bertagna Goaltending December Clinic Schedule can be found on Page Two. 
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Joe Bertagna (far left) just returned 
from Belfast, Northern Ireland, where 
the first NCAA hockey games played 
outside of North America took place 
over Thanksgiving weekend. Tak-
ing part in the first “Friendship Four” 
tournament, UMass Lowell emerged 
the winner in a shootout over Brown 
University in the title game. Colgate 
and Northeastern also took part in the 
event. The picture at left was taken last 
April when the event was announced in 
Boston (in front of the Bobby Orr statue 
on Causeway Street) during the NCAA 
“Frozen Four.” From left, Joe (Hockey 
East Commissioner), Belfast Lord May-
or Arder Carson, Boston Mayor Marty 
Walsh, Belfast organizer Eric Porter and 
ECAC Hockey Commissioner Steve 
Hagwell.

BERTAGNA GOALTENDING WORK: DECEMBER 2015

Week of November 30-December 5 
Monday, 30: Joe and Brion at CAYHA (6:00)
Wednesday, 2: Jay (4:40-6:50) and Mike (7:00-9:10) in Salem for Top Gun
Wednesday, 2: Joe at St. Sebastian’s at Rivers (4:00)
Thursday, 3: Mike at Duxbury (7:30)

Week of December 6-12
Monday, 7: Joe and Brion at CAYHA (6:00)
Wednesday, 9: Joe at St. Sebastian’s at BB & N (4:30)
Saturday, 12: Joe at St. Sebastian’s v New Hampton (5:00)

Week of December 13-19
Sunday, 13: Joe or Brion O’Connor and Matt Cole in Lynn for Marblehead YHA (12:50-1:40)
Monday, 14: Joe and Brion at CAYHA (6:00)
Wednesday, 16: Joe at St. Sebastian’s v Brooks (4:40)
Wednesday, 16: Jay (4:40-6:50) and Mike (7:00-9:10) in Salem for Top Gun
Thursday, 17: Mike at Duxbury (7:30)
Friday, 18: St. Joe at St. Sebastian’s Tournament
Saturday, 19: Joe at St. Sebastian’s Tournament

Week of December 20-27
Sunday, 20: Joe at St. Sebastian’s Tournament 
Wednesday, 23: St. Sebastian’s v CM at Harvard

Week of December 28 – January 2
Wednesday, 30: Jay (4:40-6:50) and Mike (7:00-9:10) in Salem for Top Gun
Saturday, 2: Joe at St. Sebastian’s v Berkshire (12:45)


